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Remember when you were a teenager or young

adult? Back then, “falling head over heels” meant

something great—romance! Fast forward 40, 50

or 60 years. Now, as an older adult, your chances

of falling increase, but this time around, falling

head over heels can mean serious injury,

disability, or even death. 

Did You Know…?
■ Among adults 65 and older, falls are the leading cause of injury

deaths. Source: National Center for Injury Prevention and Control

■ In 2003, 13,700 persons, or 37 persons a day, aged 65 and older died from falls, 1.8 million
older Americans were treated in emergency rooms for their injuries, and 460,000 were
hospitalized. Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

■ Half of those who survive a fall never return to their prior level of mobility or independence.
Source: National Safety Council

■ Every year, falls among older people cost the nation more than $20.2 billion in direct medical
costs. By 2020, the total annual cost of these injuries is expected to reach $32.4 billion.
Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

■ Falls cause the majority of hip fractures. They are also the leading cause of traumatic brain
injuries. Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

■ The majority (55 percent) of fall injuries among older people occurs inside the home and an
additional 23 percent happen outside, but near the house. Source: AARP Public Policy Institute

As we age, our sight, hearing, muscle strength,

coordination, and reflexes change, weakening our

balance. Also, some health conditions, such as

diabetes, heart disease, circulation problems, and

vitamin D deficiencies can affect balance. One in

every three persons age 65 and older falls each

year. You don't have to be one of them! There are

things you can do to reduce your risk of falling.
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Elaine’s Story
“I worked as a realtor for 27 years. 

After retiring three years ago, I made a point of staying in touch 
with my realtor friends and colleagues. We try to schedule getting together
for lunch once a month so we can catch up with one another. 

Unfortunately, last month when we met at a restaurant close to my old office, I made the
mistake of laying my wet umbrella down on the floor close to my chair. After lunch, when we
got up to leave, I forgot all about my umbrella. The next thing I know, I’m sprawled all over the
floor of the restaurant and I’m in terrible pain. Immediately, I knew I had broken my hip. I still
can’t believe I was so clumsy. 

Now, instead of going out to lunch with my friends, the only place I’m going to is the rehab
center!” –Elaine, age 66, Springfield, IL

1. Shoes
Make sure your footwear fits well, have non-slip

soles, are in good condition and appropriate for

the activity at hand. While high heels may be

fashionable, they can also lead to falls since heel

to surface contact is minimized. Slippers, while

comfortable and easy to put on, aren’t the best

choice of footwear either. They can stretch out of

shape, become loose, and fall off, causing the

wearer to fall. 

Shoes with soft rubber soles and heels with rubber

cleats (like the kind you see on hiking boots or

some athletic shoes) are a better choice for most

activities. Quality footwear can be expensive but

you can be sure it won’t be nearly as expensive or

painful as sprained or broken bones or other

injuries resulting from a trip, slip, or fall.

2. Trips, Slips and Step Falls
Trips happen when the front foot strikes an object

and stops suddenly such as tripping over a chair

leg in a darkened hallway. Slips are usually caused

by a slippery surface combined with wearing the

wrong footwear such as walking on a newly waxed

or wet floor in smooth soled shoes. Step falls

happen when the front foot lands on a surface

that is lower than expected such as stepping off a

curb or step that you weren’t expecting to miss. 

Preventing Falls at Home
Half of all falls happen at home and most falls

occur when doing everyday activities. Many of

these falls, and the resulting injuries, can be

prevented by taking steps to eliminate or fix

potential hazards in and around the home. 

Here are some of our favorite suggestions:

Throughout the House

■ Remove all scatter and throw rugs.

■ Use double-sided tape or carpet mesh under

larger area rugs.

■ Repair or replace worn or torn carpeting.

■ Install carpets with short, dense pile.

■ Use non-slip, no-wax flooring.

■ Mark/highlight all thresholds and when

possible make them even with the floor.

■ Make sure all electrical, phone, computer, and

extension cords are out of the way.

■ Keep pathways, hallways, stairs, and exits

open and free of clutter.

■ Use brighter bulbs to provide bright, even light

throughout the house.

■ Increase natural light by opening curtains,

shades, or blinds. 

STEPS
You Can Take to Lessen 
Your Chances of Falling

1. Shoes 

2. Trips, Slips
and Step Falls 

3. Exercise 

4. Pills

5. Sight
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■ Use lampshades that reduce glare.

■ Arrange furniture so you can easily get around it.

■ Make sure electrical outlets and light switches

are easy to reach.

■ Don’t leave things on the floor where you can

easily trip over them.

■ Use nightlights in all areas of nighttime activity.

Stairs
■ Install handrails on both sides of stairways at a

height right for you.

■ Make sure steps are even and in good repair.

■ Add reflective, non-slip tape or paint on the 

top edge of all non-carpeted steps. 

■ Remove all objects from stairs.

■ Check carpeting on stairs to make sure it is

firmly attached. 

■ Make immediate repairs to worn or loose

carpeting.

■ Choose a carpet pattern that doesn’t hide step

edges, making it look like steps have ended

when they haven’t.

■ Remove any throw or scatter rugs at the top 

or bottom of stairways.

■ Watch out for a single step. People often trip

when there is only one step.

■ Make sure there is good lighting on staircases

and on/off light switches at the top and

bottom of staircases.

Kitchen
■ To reach upper shelves, use a sturdy stepstool

with handrails. Never stand on countertops

or chairs.

■ Avoid floor wax and don’t walk on just cleaned

floors until they’ve dried completely.

■ Wipe up any spills right away to avoid slipping.

Bedroom
■ Place a light that is easy to reach beside the bed.

■ Make sure the pathway between the bedroom

and bathroom is clear and free of any

obstructions.

■ Install a nightlight.
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Alice’s Story
“My husband and I were thrilled when our daughter Carolyn and her fiancé Andrew asked if

they could get married in our garden. 

Of course, I immediately put my mother-of-the-bride hat on and began planning for the big day.
As I was going through my checklist of things I needed to do to get the garden and house
ready, I suddenly realized that my parents, and possibly other guests as well, might have
trouble, or even fall, getting down the steps that lead to the garden. That realization made me
take a closer look at our house. I was appalled to see all the potential hazards in our home
that could lead to a fall—things like the loose brick on the patio steps, the dark hallway
leading to the bathroom, the throw rugs at the back door to catch the dogs’ muddy paws, and
the exposed telephone and computer cords to name a few! 

Thankfully, we had time to correct everything before the wedding. It would have been terrible
to have Carolyn and Andrew’s wedding day spoiled by an accident that could have been
avoided.” –Alice, age 54, Portland, OR



Bathroom
■ Use rubber bathmats or non-slip decals in

bathtubs and showers.

■ Install grab bars near the toilet and in the

bathtub or shower.

■ Install and always use a nightlight.

■ Secure bathroom rugs to floor with double-sided

carpet tape.

■ Wipe up any water spills on the floor right away.

Outside
■ Repair broken or uneven pavement on walkways

and driveways.

■ Remove any shrub or tree roots sticking out of

the ground.

■ Keep outside steps and walkways free of wet

leaves, ice, snow, and other debris.

■ Remove any moss or mold that is growing on

walkways, driveways, or steps.

■ Be sure there is adequate lighting to get safely

in and out of the house and garage.

■ Consider installing floodlights with motion

sensors and/or photoelectric “eyes” in light

fixtures.

■ Immediately clean oil or grease spills on

driveways and garage floors.

■ Install a clearly visible, beveled, no-step, 

no-trip door thresholds at all entryway doors

to prevent trips and falls.

■ Install handrails along both sides of any flight

of outdoor steps.

3. Exercise
Consider starting a regular exercise or balance

training program to improve your balance,

coordination, and lower body strength. However,

before you begin, be sure to check with your

doctor and get his or her approval.
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Randy’s Story 
“Several years ago, I watched my, now 77-year old, father

go from being a vibrant, active, older adult who loved to golf, garden,
and play with his grandchildren, to someone who would forever have to use a
cane to walk…all because of a fall he took while trying to make his way to the
bathroom in the dark.

All I could think of was, “this was so preventable…if only he had put a nightlight in the
hallway, he would have seen where he was going.” While I knew that additional lighting 
could have helped, I also chalked his fall up to getting older. 

All that changed a year ago when I slipped on some grease that had spilled on the kitchen
floor. I shattered my elbow and got some nasty bruises. After several months of physical
therapy and relying on someone to drive me back and forth to work, I realized that a fall can
happen to anyone, regardless of age.” –Randy, age 52, Battle Creek, MI

Exercises to Improve Balance
There are easy exercises you can do to improve

your balance. And, best of all, there’s no cost and

no special equipment required!

■ Tight Rope Walk. Walk heel-to-toe by

positioning your heel in front of the toes on

your opposite foot each time you take a step

along an imaginary line.

■ Balance Stand. Stand on one foot and hold

your weight on one leg for 30 seconds or

longer. Then switch sides.

■ Sit and Stand. Get up from a chair and then sit

back down. Repeat.

Advanced Balance Exercises
If you belong to a fitness center, ask a trainer 

to teach you exercises using balance balls or

boards. Yoga, Tai Chi, Pilates, stretching, or

dance classes are also good ways to improve

your balance.

Strength Training
Using weights or resistance bands can improve

balance while also improving muscle tone 

and bone strength. Strength training has an

added bonus—it can help fight osteoporosis

in women and men.
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4. Pills
Review all your prescriptions and over the

counter medications and dosages with your

health care provider since some medications can

contribute to the increase of falls in older adults.

These include sleeping pills, blood pressure

medication, diuretics, anticonvulsants, and

antidepressants. Combining alcohol and

medications can also affect balance.

5. Sight
Poor vision directly affects balance and can lead

to an increased risk of falling. Have your vision

checked by a professional at least once a year.

Obtaining a new pair of glasses or contacts if

prescribed and using single lens distance glasses

instead of multi-focal glasses when using the

stairs, walking outside, getting in or out of the

car, or getting on or off public transportation,

can help prevent falls.

Additional Resources
on Falls Prevention

■ There are many low cost things you can 
do to make your home safer and more
comfortable. Check out AARP’s “Ten 
Easy Steps” at www.aarp.org/families/
home_design/universaldesign/
making_home_safe.html.

■ For information from AARP on how to get
motivated to be more active or to start an
exercise program, go to www.aarp.org/
health/fitness/get_motivated/. 

■ AARP has numerous publication resources
that include information, checklists, and
tips on home modifications you can do to
make your home safer and more
comfortable for all ages. For more
information, go to www.aarp.org/families
/home_design/universaldesign/home_
and_community_booklets_online_order_
form.html and place an order. We’ll be glad
to send you a single copy of any of our
publications free of charge.

■ Experts at Tufts University and The Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
have developed a strength training
program for older adults. For more
information go to www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/
dnpa/physical/growing_stronger/index.htm. 

■ The Center for Healthy Aging has formed
the Falls Free Coalition, a group of national
organizations and state coalitions that are
working to reduce the growing number of
falls and fall-related injuries among older
adults. The Center also has a number of
falls prevention resources at www.healthy
agingprograms.com/content.asp?
sectionid=69.

■ The Home Safety Council® is a national
nonprofit organization dedicated to
preventing home related injuries
including falls. Their Safe Steps program
offers information and resources,
including the “Safe Steps!” video, a 
home assessment chart, and medication
and physical activity trackers at
http://www.homesafetycouncil.org/
home/home_march05_w002.aspx.

Conclusion
Now that you know about the five STEPS—Shoes,

Trips, Exercise, Pills, Sight—you can take and

what to look for to prevent falls, do a spot check

around your home from time to time. Being

careful and keeping your home well-lit and

well-maintained can go a long way in helping

you retain your independence, live more safely

and comfortably, stay steady on your feet, and not

“fall head over heels.”

 


